Clever wheel and tyre solutions for
agricultural implements
Soil preparation · Seed drills · Sprayers · Hay tedders · Bale machinery · Trailers

We join forces with original
equipment manufacturers
across Europe to develop and
deliver standard or bespoke
quality wheel solutions that
improve performance of
agricultural implements.

`` Flexible manufacturing and fitting setup specialised in both low and high-volume production of quality wheel
solutions.
`` High-quality standard or bespoke wheel solutions for optimum application performance.
`` A strong development partner with extensive wheel and tyre experience, application know-how and a focus on
creating the optimum product and supply solution.

starco.com/implements

Bestsellers

Agricultural
implements

Hay tedders, hay rakes
and the likes:

Heavy agricultural trailers
used for road transport:

`` STARCO SG Flotation
`` STARCO HS Flotation
`` STARCO AW
`` STARCO RIB

`` STARCO HT
`` STARCO HT+
`` STARCO HT Pro

`` STARCO SG Flotation
`` STARCO HS Flotation

Steel wheel manufacturing
Highly competitive and flexible steel
wheel manufacturing with certified
OEM quality standards for low or
high volumes – standard, made-tomeasure and dual wheels.

Our ISO 9001 and ISO 14001 certified
Croatian factory produces more than
1,000,000 wheels a year, from 3-inch
pressed wheels to 54-inch spun
wheels.

All steel wheels manufactured by
STARCO are e-coated to prevent rust
and corrosion and can be painted in
any colour.

STARCO – a Kenda company
We have been a pioneering force in the wheel and tyre industry since 1961. Today, we develop, manufacture and deliver clever wheel solutions. Our specialty is low and high-volume
standard and bespoke complete wheels for a wide range of applications – from the smallest wheelbarrow or trailer, to large agricultural or industrial machines and implements.
Our headquarters is in Denmark, and we have factories in the UK, Croatia and China, as well as sales, fitting and distribution centres all over Europe.
STARCO is part of the Kenda Group, that is one of the world’s leading tyre and tube manufacturers with factories all over the world and has 11,000 employees globally.

Learn more at starco.com
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